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The BB/BTO Best Bird
Book of the Year 2007

British Birds and the British Trust for Ornithology announce the 
winner of the Award for Best Bird Book of the Year.

All books reviewed in British Birds or the BTO publications 
BTO News and Bird Study during the year 2007 were eligible 

for consideration for this Award.

T
here are no formal judging criteria for
this competition. In essence, we are
looking for books of special merit that

we feel will be appreciated widely among the
readers of both BB and BTO News. There were
72 books that were eligible for the 2007 award,
rather fewer than usual, but this made it no
easier to find a clear winner. In the final vote,
taken after long backroom deliberations at the
BTO’s Annual Conference in December, no
fewer than five of our final top six titles were
placed first by at least one judge. Bird books are
so diverse in their style and content that com-
parisons are necessarily highly subjective. The
rankings we offer are very much our own,
therefore; in short, we recommend all of the
listed books.

WINNER:
Arctic Flight: adventures amongst northern
birds
By James McCallum. Lang ford Press, Peter-
borough, 2007 (see Brit. Birds 101: 45–46).
People vary so much in their appreciation of
bird art that, over the years, rather few books in
this category have scored highly with all six
judges. The increasingly impressive Langford
Press Wildlife Art Series has caught our atten-
tion before, however, notably with a fourth
place in 2006. We all applauded James
McCallum’s wonderful evocation of the Arctic
summer in his beautifully presented paintings
and sketches. This is so much more than a book
of artwork, however. There are word-pictures,
too, describing encounters with many of the

most charismatic birds and animals of this
endangered ecosystem. A highlight is the
Spoon-billed Sandpiper Eurynorhynchus
pygmeus account, which runs to 14 pages.
Adventures indeed! Publication is timely in
view of the increasing public awareness that
Arctic wildlife is uniquely vulnerable to global
warming.

2nd: Manx Bird Atlas: an atlas of breeding and
wintering birds on the Isle of Man
By Chris Sharpe (principal editor). Liverpool
University Press, Liverpool, 2007 (see Brit. Birds
101: 44).
Atlasing is topical, especially projects that
operate in both summer and winter, now that



the 2007–11 Atlas of Britain and Ireland has just
got under way. The geographical scope of the
Manx Atlas may be small, but this is a big book,
in all senses – thoroughly professional in every
department, and produced to a very high stan-
dard. Its mapping, at 1-km resolution overlain
on a relief map of the island, is very clear and
informative. It is a very difficult act for future
county atlases to follow.

3rd: The Lapwing
By Michael Shrubb. T. & A. D. Poyser, A&C
Black, 2007 (see Brit. Birds 101: 45).
We felt this to be the most worthy of the three
important Poyser monographs open to us this
year. It most ably updates previous studies of
this species with the latest research. The author’s
insights as an ecologist and as a practising
farmer are both informative and stimulating.

4th: Silent Fields: the long decline of a nation’s
wildlife
By Roger Lovegrove. Oxford University Press,
Oxford, 2007 (see Brit. Birds 100: 385).
This unusual book brings into play a previously
unrecognised source of historical information
on British wildlife – the parish and estate
records of birds and animals killed as ‘vermin’
since the sixteenth century. For a few species,
including some birds, continual and widespread
slaughter took species to extinction within
Britain. The book gives important social
insights into human behaviour, and reaches
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conclusions that are relevant to current policies
on wildlife management.

5th: Field Guide to the Albatrosses, Petrels and
Shearwaters of the World
By Derek Onley and Paul Scofield. Christopher
Helm, A&C Black, 2007 (see Brit. Birds 100:
509).
This well-conceived and nicely executed field
guide has been lauded by seabird enthusiasts
and is a valuable addition to the seawatcher’s or
pelagic birder’s armoury. We rated it higher
than the other field guides and regional hand-
books that were eligible this year.

6th: Waterbirds around the World
Edited by Gerard Boere, Colin Galbraith and
David Stroud. The Stationery Office, Edinburgh,
2006.
Although simply a compendium of papers from
a scientific conference, in Edinburgh in 2004,
this book has been edited to a very high stan-
dard and is sumptuously illustrated. Far more
than the other books we have chosen, its
content is real, cutting-edge science. It is a refer-
ence of global significance to wildlife conserva-
tion, with Arctic birds and their vulnerability to
climate change a recurring theme. Dip into it
on the JNCC website (www.jncc.gov.uk), from
where all the papers can be downloaded exactly
as they appear in the book.

Volume 11 of HBW (Handbook of Birds of the
World) would quite probably have won the
competition had we not agreed at the outset to
give it the first of our ‘honourable mentions’
instead. We have continually praised this series,
and have awarded it first place on two occa-
sions. It is the ultimate bird book, comprehen-
sive in its scope and lavish in its execution.
Although The Lapwing was scored higher, we
were also impressed by the other Poyser mono-
graphs, The Goshawk and The Barn Swallow,
that were published during our year. Both are
highly recommended, and in other circum-
stances either could have scored much more
positively in our rankings. Finally, Raptors: a
field guide to survey and monitoring is, like our
sixth-place volume, a publication ostensibly of
rather specialist interest but whose high pro-
duction standards deserve to earn it a much
wider readership.


